
 

 

 

Dolna’s ‘AUDIVAROMA’ brings alive, the Spanish good life with dance, music and live 
art at Sevilla, The Claridges Delhi. 

The essence of dance mirrored live on canvas and a weekend exhibition of vibrant art by diverse  
artists of India, conceptualized and  curated by Mithu Basu, Founder,Dolna. 
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(Delhi, India): Mithu Basu, Founder of Dolna conceptualizes yet another unique art exhibition AUDIVAROMA. The 
inaugural night of the three day exhibition celebrates the Spanish good life of great cars, style, cuisine and art with 
Flemenco dance and live art by the artist Subodh Poddar. As the name suggests, sophisticated cars of Audi 
Gurgaon, the atmosphere of Sevilla at Claridges, Delhi, fine wines and tapas from brands 'Torres', 'Prestige' and 
Juberfam mittal' come together to add flavour to the evening. The evening hosted by Oliver C Martin, Regional 
General Manager, The Claridges Hotels & Resorts, promises to enthrall.  
 
The evening graced by The Ambassador of Spain to India  H. E Mr. Gustavo de Aristegui will witness the fascinating 
spectacle of globally acclaimed artist Subodh Poddar paint the spirit of Flamenco dance live. . The kaleidoscopic 
colours on canvas are by diverse artists of India; Devyani Parikh, Dinesh Gain, Pragati Sharma Mohanty, Prerna 
Kewalramani, Rajat Shubra Bandopadhyay, Subodh Poddar, Vallery Puri and select works from the Dolna 
collection. 
 
 The Claridges Hotels & Resorts, over the years has come to be recognized as patrons of art  and AUDIVAROMA is a 
unique initiative and we are happy to extend all support to showcase the cultural fusion of Spain and India that 
symbolize the essence of cultural synergies. –By Oliver C Martin, Regional General Manager, The Claridges Hotels 
& Resorts.  
 
“AUDIVAROMA”, the latest offering from Dolna’s corporate art event series blends art and entertainment with 
corporate goals. Our events lend exposure to artists and position our partners as supporters of art. We thank The 
Claridges and Audi Gurgaon for making our concept a reality.”  Mithu Basu Curator and Founder of DOLNA 
 
Dolna: Established in 2010, Dolna is a creative initiative, the brainchild of Ms. Mithu Basu, Dolna collaborates with 
relevant partners to create global platforms for artists of all genres to promote art through customized events, 
travel programs and commissioned corporate projects, thus explore new horizons for art, artists and audiences. 
 
The Claridges New Delhi: The Claridges, New Delhi has been a landmark in Lutyens Delhi since the 1950’s. The 
hotel is within close proximity of the business district, ministries, diplomatic missions, shopping, cultural centers 
and historical landmarks. The flagship property of The Claridges Hotels & Resorts, The Claridges New Delhi has 
over the years played host to several important social, political & business gatherings. With its classic ambience 
and contemporary facilities the hotel recreates the magic of old world charm coupled with gracious Indian 
hospitality. The architecture of the hotel; the guest rooms & suites with their classic, understated décor; the 
expansive garden  transports one to a haven of tranquility right in the middle of the bustling city. 
 
PRESS INFORMATION  
For more information on AUDIVAROMA and forthcoming Dolna art events, contact: 

Mithu Basu, Curator & Founder: +91 9820414732 

or  

Anu Thomas, Communications Manager: +91 9870779877  
Email: dolna.info@gmail.com  
 


